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Welcome to the 2019 Annual Report.

This annual report has been compiled by the school Leadership Team inclusive of administration and teaching staff 
and is reflective of our three-year Business Plan 2018-2020. 

The information in this report includes contextual information being reported against our five focus areas: School 
Environment, Quality Teaching, Leadership, Relationships and Resources. Student progress and achievement over the 
year is also reported.
 
In Term 4 the school underwent its first review in over ten years. This was an incredible partnership between the 
school and the parent community. The school’s performance rating was based on information gained from the 
self-assessment submission and the validation process. The focus of the review was in the following areas of school 
performance: relationships and partnerships; learning environment; leadership; use of resources; teaching quality; 
and student achievement and progress. The school’s performance rating was Effective: The school demonstrates 
effective practice in creating the conditions required for student success. The Review Report is available on the school 
website.  

2019 has been a year of continuous focus on student progress and achievement at Poynter Primary School. There has 
been a continued focus on the consolidation of programs and strategies which support high quality teaching and 
alignment with the Western Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Policy. The staff have participated at 
various levels of decision making and worked incredibly hard to enact our school vision of ‘Excite, Engage and Educate 
to Achieve’.

This year we saw brand new initiatives as we showcased student achievements through activities such as: The Lantern 
Parade, Poppy the Cow, The OnPoynt Art Exhibition, STEM Expo, fourth Interschool Athletics Carnival success, Massed 
Choir and of course the ANZAC Commemoration.  

Parent Support in 2019 has been unwavering with the school community supporting parent information sessions such 
as Parent Information Evenings, YCDI!, Ysafe, Triple P Seminars and Teens, Mother and Daughter Night and the 
Learning Journeys. The P&C and the School Board continued to be very proactive in their roles. The P&C organised 
various events this year to supplement and continue their financial support of resources and online programs. The 
school Board engaged at all meetings and provided rich information on school priorities and targets. Both parent 
bodies actively participated in the School Review as they provided a parent perspective into the workings of Poynter 
PS.

We have seen many achievements this year. Thank you to all parents, students and staff for a successful 2019.

Mrs. Keyla Jeffers
PRINCIPAL
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QUALITY TEACHING

Teachers at Poynter share a belief in the capacity of all students to achieve high standards. 
Our Leadership team believes that teachers can teach to high standards, and as an ‘Expert 
Teaching Team’, Poynter Primary School has a wealth of experienced, quality educators, 
providing students with a quality public education.

Our Quality Teaching team includes (but is not limited to); a Lead NAPLAN marker for 
Writing (Deputy Lynne Cross), a certified Lead Marker for Brightpath (Chantal Seymour 
L3) who has, in conjunction with the Principal, successfully networked and formed 
strong reciprocal relationships with Dr Sandy Heldsinger; presenting on panels and 
providing feedback to Brightpath. In recognition of the large proportion of Gifted and 
Talented students, a Higher Order Thinking Skills Programme was introduced in 2016. 
Miss Gibbings teaches integrated studies to Years 1-6 students who have been identified 
through rigorous data analysis. The foci of the programme are on the development of 
HOTS, 21st Century skills, and critical and creative thinking. This programme supports 
classroom teachers and their planning and implementation of differentiation in the 
classroom. Miss Gibbings regularly provides Professional Learning to staff. We also have 
a Primary Connections Facilitator and Trainer on staff and a Teachers Can Code Facilitator 
and Trainer. Mrs Kyle, Poynter’s Science Curriculum Leader, has successfully collaborated 
with all staff in the teaching, learning and presentation of a Whole School STEM Expo and 
was supported by Mrs Reid, our Digital Technologies, Teachers Can Code Leader. 

Our specialist teachers are equally celebrated; their Quality Teaching evident in the high 
levels of student engagement in classes and student participation in a number of extra 
curricula activities. Mrs Herriman (L3) is a highly celebrated Music teacher, leading our 
School Orchestra, Bi – Annual Musical Productions and hosting soirees. Mrs Herriman is 
also employed by SCSA for the purpose of providing assessment exemplars and data on 
best practice in Music, Dance and Performance Arts. Many teachers at Poynter consider 
themselves ‘lifelong learners’ and pursue higher education.  

It is also important to acknowledge our Education Assistants and our librarian, for their 
hard work and dedication to student progress and achievement. They support the quality 
education our students receive. Several teaching and education support staff have been 
acknowledged by the department and external institutions for their quality teaching; 
specifically, in making a difference to student wellbeing, progress and achievement. For 
example, Mrs Goddard, a senior teacher; with 43 years of classroom experience, was 
acknowledged for quality teaching and her outstanding service to public education. 

Finally, it is important to mention that teachers at Poynter understand the importance of 
embedding consistent practices across the school in a variety of teaching and learning 
contexts. It is understood that while teachers’ personal ‘Philosophy of Teaching’ may vary, 
several approaches to teaching pedagogies and evidence based teaching are generally 
consistent across the school. These include but are not limited to; Fischer’s Gradual 
Release Model (I do, We do, You do), flexible learning spaces, targeted teaching, multi-
modal strategies, explicit teaching and Inquiry Based Learning approaches to Science 
Education. All staff are required to employ consistent pedagogical approaches to 
whole school initiatives, such as; health (YCDI!), Seven Steps to Writing Success, Digital 
Technologies and STEM. ICT is embedded within the curriculum and students have access 
to a range of devices, including; iPads, desktops and laptops. Students engage in online 
learning through Connect and a range of external resources, providing them with a range 
of opportunities to learn, communicate and create using ICT.
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LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

At Poynter Primary School, we excel at providing a safe, respectful, tolerant and inclusive 
learning environment with rich, diverse and challenging curricula. As a school, we are 
committed to promoting student engagement through a variety of whole school 
approaches and programs. 

We have a comprehensive whole school approach to student wellbeing that meets the 
demands of our students needs for mental health, pastoral care and psychological 
support. In 2019, we have invested in the You Can Do It! Education (YCDI!) programme. 
This programme provides students with the appropriate learning tools to boost success, 
improve relationships, reduce stress, and promote optimal wellbeing. 

We have identified several strategies to progress the Learning Environment focus. Our 
student support programs such as Signs for Sounds, MultiLit and the Higher Order 
Thinking Skills (HOTS) program have enriched students’ progress by catering for their 
specific individual learning needs. Through a range of diagnostic tools, teachers identify 
students who are working below the expected level and who would benefit from 
participating in one of the school’s many support programs. Students working well-above 
their current year level are afforded the opportunity to reflect, reason, explain, explore 
and adapt concepts from across different subject areas in our HOTS program. 

Throughout the year, Poynter Primary School promotes engagement with its key 
stakeholders through a variety of special events. These rich and diverse events such 
as the ANZAC Dawn Commemoration, Year 6 Leadership Camp, School Production, 
Wellbeing Day, Wacky Sports, Multi-Cultural Food Day, French Day, Mass Choir and 
NAIDOC Week afford the opportunity to further develop and strengthen our strong 
Learning Environment. 

Planning 
At Poynter Primary School, we believe that we excel in providing a safe learning 
environment where the physical, emotional and intellectual security of our students is 
paramount. However, we are not complacent and are always proactive in looking at ways 
of improving the learning environment for our students. We consistently review current 
procedures, analyse student information and data and implement new programmes in 
order to maintain and improve the learning environment. If we continue in the same 
manner, our school will continue to shine when providing a safe, respectful, tolerant and 
inclusive learning environment with rich, diverse and challenging curricula.

RELATIONSHIPS

At Poynter Primary School, our relationships and partnerships are built on mutual trust 
and respect with our school staff, parents/family members, students/ex-students and our 
community. These partnerships are mutually beneficial relationships that we use to build 
and extend our students’ capabilities beyond what we can accomplish in isolation. 

We believe that educating our students is the responsibility of the entire community, not 
just our school. By using our partnerships, we improve the outcomes for our students and 
recognise that by working together, they can achieve far more than by working alone. These 
partnerships also lead to better morale among our teachers and the better use of resources 
within our school, leading to improved education outcomes for our young people.

Our partnerships take many forms. We aim to provide opportunities to achieve 
improved learning, enhance engagement, wellbeing and development and ultimately, 
to contribute to successful transitions. Some are focused on students, such as running 
the ANZAC Dawn Commemoration and the School Production, by helping them make a 
connection with businesses and institutions outside the school walls. Some are focused 
on supporting students with Reading or Mathematics or helping them prepare for the 
transition to a Secondary Education. Others focus on broader areas, such as supporting 
school leadership and teacher development, such as our relationship with Brightpath to 
enhance teacher judgements and student outcomes in Writing.

At Poynter Primary School, we give families many opportunities to contribute to school 
decision-making and governance through the School Board and our very active and 
engaged Parents and Citizens Association. On a less formal level and as evidenced by 
the photos, parents help in the classroom and with school events such as The School 
Production, incursions and excursions, sport and where necessary, camps. (This is to 
cater to religious, medical and cultural requirements.) 

Our ongoing partnerships have made Poynter a unique school in that we view each 
partnership as making a valued contribution to our student learning. We respect student 
needs and address barriers that involve families from different backgrounds and help 
them become involved in our community. We also tap into and acknowledge the rich 
source of information and expertise provided by our school community.

Our partnerships are an effective way to support and empower positive parent engagement, 
and bring together family and community resources to enrich student learning and 
wellbeing which fits in with our vision of ‘Excite, Engage and Educate to Achieve’. 
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LEADERSHIP

Poynter Primary School has a strong leadership team with a set decision making structure 
to maximise school collaboration and decision making. This structure is a shared and 
unifying vision that provides clear school-wide direction. This has been created through 
consultation with key stakeholders involved in the day to day running of the school that 
enables success for all students.

Change is inevitable and at Poynter Primary School it is managed in a way that will maximise 
the engagement and learning for all students. We pride ourselves in ensuring that the 
latest and most appropriate pedagogies and resources are used and are available, and 
the maintenance of them is planned and managed by skilled staff members. Professional 
Learning opportunities are provided to all staff, teaching and non-teaching, to enable 
them to be up to date with the information, skills and strategies they require to perform 
their duties efficiently and productively.

The Administration team sets very high standards and makes staff accountable using a 
process that includes the Code of Conduct. In order to provide appropriate funding and 
resources, staff members participate in a yearly Performance Management process where 
they meet with their Line Manager to pursue areas of professional improvement. This is 
a very clear process using a Performance Management template. The Principal provides 
guidelines linked to the Department’s focus and/or our school focus in respect to what the 
Performance Management will be based on. As a result of what staff discuss and identify 
as areas of development, this drives the support and resourcing that Administration team 
focuses on for whole school planning.

Our whole school planning is also directed by our current Business Plan 2018-2020, School 
Board, Operational Plans, Focus Teams, Year Level Teams, Data Club and a Leadership 
Team. Staff meetings and trade off meetings are designed to specifically address our 
students’ current educational needs and requirements and are inclusive of teaching staff 

contributing their knowledge to upskill their peers. Where applicable, external providers 
are also sourced. The identification of specific areas of improvement are, where relevant, 
shared with our Network Schools where we pool our resources to organise professional 
learning so that staff collaborate across the schools.

We have an effective distributed leadership structure that has been created, and continued 
to be built on, by the school leaders. Opportunities to take on leadership roles and/or join 
committees are available to all staff. These opportunities can be widely offered to all staff; 
however, where staff have demonstrated particular skills and interest, Administration will 
approach the individual. Staff are encouraged to pursue school based leadership roles – 
this can be identified through their Performance Management; there are opportunities to 
mentor others and support is provided for those who pursue Departmental leadership 
roles, such as Senior Teacher, Level 3 Teacher and curriculum champions. 

Poynter Primary School takes pride in being an inclusive learning community. We have 
highly skilled staff who manage those students that face challenges in accessing their 
learning. Administration works very closely with parents, teachers, Education Assistants 
and outside agencies to create a learning environment that is inclusive and accessible to 
all. Students with identified disabilities and are legible for resource funding, are allocated 
a SEN EA who works closely with the teachers and liaises with parents. The resource 
funding is supplemented through the school budget in response to the needs of the 
students and to also plan the FTE of the SEN EA. 

In conclusion, the processes in place at Poynter Primary School provide the school 
community with a strong and consistent approach to effective leadership. The leadership 
team promotes and supports the growth and development of all staff members so that 
they are in the best position to perform their day to day duties in the teaching and learning 
environment. The leadership team is actively reflective in the roles it has and continually 
seek ways to improve and manage their responsibilities.
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RESOURCES

As an Independent Public School we operate with a One Line Budget in accordance with 
Department of Education guidelines.

Our Finance Committee consists of the Principal, two Deuty Principals, MCS, L2 School 
Officer, two staff representatives and a representative from the School Board.  We 
generally meet once per term approximately one week prior to the School Board meetings 
to monitor the budget and discuss increases, decreases and discrepancies. 

Poynter Primary is a well-resourced school, both in the classrooms and the wider 
environment. Teachers have access to an extensive range of resources that supplement 
their teaching programmes as well as supporting student learning. Our P&C actively 
supports our school by contributing to the purchase of larger resources.

Resources play an important role in the school. This year, after requests from teachers, 
the school and the P&C funded the purchase of new books for Guided Reading for Pre-
Primary to Year 2. We now have a wide range of books to engage students in reading.

Class teachers are allocated a substantial amount for their class budgets each year. This 
allows them to purchase not only the essentials for their classroom, but also to provide 
opportunities to extend the curriculum and creativity in ways such as STEM projects. 

Staff at Poynter Primary are often involved in professional learning that is identified 
through the school’s Business Plan and individual Performance Management. This not 
only increases the capability of the individual in their own classroom, but builds on their 
capacity to support their colleagues across learning areas. For example, due to the focus 
on Digital Technologies by the Department of Education, Mrs Reid has attended numerous 
professional learning sessions to build her knowledge and skills in understanding the new 
Digital Technologies curriculum and to explore ways it can be implemented in our school. 
She has also been given a budget to increase the school’s Digital Technology resources, 
which has been increased by the school and supplemented by the P&C in order to buy the 
more expensive resources needed. Mrs Reid has also been given time out of the classroom 
to upskill teachers and provide lesson plans that will enable them to implement the new 
curriculum successfully.

Education Assistants (EA) are used in a variety of ways at Poynter Primary School. They 

work closely with the teachers to cater for students’ needs. Early childhood classrooms 
are allocated a full-time general EA to assist with everyday needs. Three Special Needs 
EAs work across the school with funded students. The school allocates additional funds 
to increase the time EAs spend with special needs students when necessary. Through 
analysis of NAPLAN results and teachers’ Student Education Plans, extra EA time was 
funded to support teachers for targeted teaching to improve student achievement.

One of Poynter Primary’s Targeted School Initiatives has been the School Psychologist 
and Chaplaincy Programme. Teachers are able to request these services when they have 
concerns for students. The school is fortunate to have a Chaplain who also participates in 
many activities such as the Year 6 camp, Interschool sports and Well-being Day. She has 
an amazing rapport with all staff and students and is well regarded by parents.

In conclusion, Poynter Primary is a well-resourced school, both in the classrooms and the 
wider environment. We have an active P&C which contributes extensively to resources to 
benefit students. Our classrooms are well equipped with current resources that support 
teachers in implementing an ever changing curriculum.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2020

• Continue to cultivate a culture that promotes learning and an ongoing explicit 

improvement agenda 

• Continue implementing effective pedagogical practices and developing a school wide 

‘expert teaching team’ 

• Continue to apply targeted use of resources, including IT technician. 

• Continue the Performance and Development Cycle including Reflection and Review, 

Professional Practice and Learning and Feedback and Review

• Continue to give a high priority to school wide data analysis, differentiation, IEPS/

GEPs and Continue with HOTS
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Student Progress 
and Achievement

Poynter Primary school has an ICSEA of 1121. Our student 
characteristics are an even proportion of boys and girls, a 
disability count of 15.83, 9.83 of which are educational 
adjustments. We have one EALD student and no aboriginal 
students. In 2019 there were 17 Like Schools in our cohort, only 
four of those schools administered NAPLAN Online.

In 2019 we continued to gather data on our student achievement 
and progress. Due to the timing of the School Review in 2019, 
staff were asked to do their comparative assessments as per the 
Data Club in the first two weeks of Term 4, instead of over the 
first four weeks. Also, due to the timing of the Review the data 
was collated by the Principal, this is not our usual process. The 
data was further analysed by staff at the School Development 
Day on the 18 November.

As a NAPLAN Online school we used data from 2019 to make 
judgements against student achievement and student progress. 
Our data indicates that our students are achieving and 
progressing well. In 2019 we have exceeded three of the four 
targets in Year 3 for 2020 and one target will need to be reviewed. 
In Year 5 we have met one target from 2020, two targets are on 
track and the fourth target will need to be reviewed. Our overall 
relative achievement has improved in 2019.
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How Do We Know?

The graphs below are a typical representation of how our students are performing. Using different data 
sources, we have generated and compiled different graphs to show achievement and progress against 
WA Schools as well as Like Schools. The 2017-2019 cohort is very strong.

Achievement

• Using Longitudinal graphs, we are 
significantly higher than compared to 
WA Public Schools and equal to with Like 
Schools

• In some assessment areas the Yr3 
students are at the average of Yr5 
students in the State

• Yr5 students were just below the Like 
School Comparison in Writing, Spelling 
and Grammar and Punctuation

• Using the Proficiency Bands (graph on the 
right) we have identified that both cohorts have increased their percentages in Bands 6 to 10 from 
previous years

• In Yr3, there are no students below the National Minimum Standard (NMS) and in two tested areas 
there are only 3% of our students in the NMS

• In Yr5, percentages in Bands 5 to 10 have shifted positively from 2017 to 2019
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Progress 

• Year 3 ‘Excellent Achievement’ for all students is 
above  Like Schools

• ‘Excellent Achievement’ for stable cohort is more 
than 12 points above Like Schools

• Progress of all student from On-Entry is High
• 16 of our Year 3 students have no previous On-

Entry score, as they attended non-government 
schools

• The data flow chart indicates that we have 58% 
of the students in Band 5 or above

• In NAPLAN Online the data flow chart also 
indicates that 39 students chose the most 
difficult pathway A:D:F

• The trend lines have all been arrested and 
reversed

 

Year 5
• Achievements are on par with the Like Schools
• All tested areas were very similar in their profiles
• On average 10 to 13 students achieved a ‘Moderate (assumed- topped out)’ 

progress column across all areas
• In Reading, the stable cohort had a greater percentage in the ‘Satisfactory’ 

column for progress
• In Reading, 10 students were in the ‘Moderate (assumed-topped out)’ 

progress column
• The data flow chart indicates that 41 students chose the most difficult pathway 

A:D:F
• Students in Bands 3 and 4 access whole school support programs

Year 6 
• Progress for former students reflects the other cohorts past performance
• Stable cohort progress is positive

RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR 2020

• Whole school 
approaches to 
Numeracy and Literacy 
to continue

• Continue HOTS program
• Continue funding of 

extra support time for 
Years 3 to 6

• SAER process to 
continue once students 
have been identified K-6  

• Work with Year 3 to 6 
staff to upskill in using 
the Online Dashboard

• Using Dashboard break 
down data to inform 
decision making

• Focus and track 
students in Year 3 
and 5 who have made 
Low Achievement 
and Satisfactory 
Achievement

• Focus on students 
who have made 
Low Progress and 
Satisfactory Progress

• Check for cohort 
comparison eg. girls v 
boys, low socio

• Set targets and 
milestones for identified 
groups
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Attitude, Behaviour and Effort (ABE)

ABE is not a concern at Poynter PS, our students are well behaved, have a positive attitude and put in a great effort. The 
tables below are indicative and reflective of Poynter PS students every year. What we do know is that those students who 
have had difficulties settling into school at the beginning of their schooling, settled by the end of Year 1.

How Do We Know?

Sem2 2018 (PP-Yr6)

Sem1 2019

What are we doing to 
improve?

We will continue to do the same 
things that we do, there is no change 
required in this area. The Learning 
Environment Domain is indicative 
of everything that we offer to our 
students from K-6.
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School-based data - PAT, Literacy Pro, Mathletics, MultiLit, Signs for Sounds

Over the last five years we have made a concerted effort in getting rid of low level resources and assessment 
tools. We have also sourced programmes that can be adapted to students’ level of knowledge, skills and 
understandings. The Online programmes that we use support our whole school approaches eg. Literacy Pro 
Supports Guided Reading.

We use Signs for Sounds to support students in Year 1 who have been identified as needing greater support 
in Spelling as well as MultiLit for students in Year 2 for Reading. We link Multi Lit to PAT to determine students’ 
growth. 

Our school based data indicates that the programmes that we have support and build on students’ 
achievement and progress. 

The data that we collate and analyse supports our knowledge that the programmes we use make a 
difference. The school prioritises the students particularly for Signs for Sounds and MultiLit as these are fluid 
programmes. Students who have not completed Signs for Sounds and MultiLit in Year 2 continue through 
with the programmes to Year 3.



Progressive Achievement Tests (PAT) in Reading have a common achievement scale. Scale scores allow teachers 
to compare student achievement on PAT Early Years Reading and PAT-R Comprehension tests, regardless of year 
level and the specific test completed. At Poynter PS we use the PAT test for Reading, Numeracy and Spelling.

The graph below is for the PAT Reading suite of tests which assesses students’ reading comprehension skills from 
the first year of school to Year 10. In the testing we can see that overall our students are within the norm reference 
comparison, except for our Yr1 students who are weaker in Reading than in Maths. We have identified the year 
cohorts who need follow up. PAT data correlates to our NAPLAN Online data.

In 2020 we will:

• Identify whole school strategies that are working well and consolidate them across the school.
• Administer the On-Entry Module for Year 2s in 2020, for those students who are making limited progress in 

Year 1, to identify areas of need.
• The school is investigating Letters and Sounds to target those students who are making little progress 

beyond Year 2. The Critical Learning Path for English document describes the Learning and assessments 
that can be used, Letters and Sounds is one of them. 

• Further Education Assistant time is being invested in Years 3-6 beyond the Educational Adjustment 
allocation in SCFM.
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